
 

 

Grade 7 

 
 

English 
Week 7 

  



week 7 
 

READING 

 

 Read chapter 16 of The Chronicles of Narnia and answer 

the questions based on the text. 

 Read the comprehension “War Child” on pg.203 and 

answer the questions that follow based on the text. 

 Complete the information text worksheet about 

WhatsApp in your language and comprehension books. 

 

 

LANGUAGE 

 Complete classroom activity 4 pg.206 in your language 

and comprehension books. 

 Complete the multiple choice cloze worksheet in your 

language and comprehension books. 

 

 

 
 



 

 

Grade 07 HL– Reading for information   

Use the anagram (mixed letters) to create 10 new words. You may only use the 6 

letters provided. Use dictionaries to assist you. Write the words in the columns. 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

Read the following text on WhatsApp and answer the questions set on it. 

Reading Comprehension.    

WhatsApp is a free to download messenger app for smartphones. WhatsApp uses 
the internet to send messages, images, audio or video. The service is very similar to 
text messaging services, however, because WhatsApp uses the internet to send 
messages, the cost of using WhatsApp is significantly less than texting. 

Brian Acton and Jan Koum came up with the idea of WhatsApp while working out   5  
in the gym. Their goal was to connect people all around the world free of charge.  
WhatsApp quickly became the most popular messaging app, despite the internet 
being flooded with other messaging apps. In fact, WhatsApp has been downloaded 
over 48 million times, ever since its launch. Since its inception, the messaging app 
has known many changes.                                                                                        10 

Initially WhatsApp was just a simple messaging application when it was founded in 
2009. However, it only became famous as of February 2014 when it reached over 
200 million users. Within the same month, the application was acquisitioned by   
Mark Zuckerberg. The CEO of Facebook said that the application matches his   
vision of having a tool which provides internet services for free. The purchase       15        
of WhatsApp cost a solid $19 billion. 

Just a few months later, it reached over 600 million active users in August 2014. 
Seeing the success of the app, the developers decided to make it even more 
interesting. In March 2015, they added a new feature to the app- the free voice 

S     Z L A E E 

What is an information text? 

It is a non-fiction (factual) text written with the intention of sharing information such as literary non-

fiction, speeches, literal essays and journalism.  



calling. Many telephone companies felt threatened after this feature was               20       
released. In November 2016, video calling was introduced followed by      
WhatsApp’s release of their own set of emoji’s (emoticons) in October 2017. 

There are various other features which make messaging easier on WhatsApp.      
For instance, the application lets you bold, strike or italicize a text before        
sending it. Group chats are very popular amongst WhatsApp users. The best        25 
feature as per users is the fact that you are made aware of whether the receiver   
has seen or ignored your message.  WhatsApp allows users to keep in touch with 
people living abroad and you can share your live location with family and friends. 

As per the stats, 60 billion messages are sent and received on WhatsApp on a    
daily basis. Plus, there are over 600 million photos alongside 100 million video      30  
messages which are sent every day! It is also responsible for 27% of the selfies 
which are shared on social media. 

*Acquisitioned: To buy or purchase 

 (Taken from the internet: www.whatsappfounders.com)  

 

 

Question 1.  

 

1.1 Choose the correct answer and write down the correct letter only. 
 

 

1.1.1 The abbreviation ‘app’ in the text refers to …    
 
A) an application 
B) an appliance 
C) approximately 
D) appropriate 
 

(1) 

1.1.2 Which of the following statements is TRUE in paragraph 1? 
 
A) WhatsApp is completely free to use. 
B) WhatsApp works the same as text messaging services. 
C) WhatsApp is a cheaper way of sending text messages. 
D) WhatsApp doesn’t need an internet connection to send messages. 
 

(1) 

1.1.3 Why did Brian Acton and Jan Koum go to the gym? 
 
A) To work out. 
B) To create WhatsApp. 
C) To come up with a new idea. 
D) To connect people all around the world. 
 

(1) 



1.2 Which word in line 8 suggests that there are a lot of messaging apps? (1) 
   
1.3 How many times has WhatsApp been downloaded? (1) 

 
1.4 Match the important events in WhatsApp’s history from Column B with the 

correct dates in Column A and write down only the letter on your answer sheet. 
Example 1.4.1 E 
 

Column A Column B 

1.4.1.  
2009 

A.  WhatsApp reaches over 600 million active    
     users. 

1.4.2.  
August 2014 

B.  WhatsApp introduces free voice calling. 

1.4.3.  
March 2015 

C.  WhatsApp reaches over 200 million active  
      users. 

1.4.4.   
November 
2016 

D. The year WhatsApp was founded. 

1.4.5.  
October 2017 

E.  WhatsApp introduces video calling. 

 F.  WhatsApp releases their own emoticons. 

(5) 

1.5 What vision did the creators of WhatsApp and Mark Zuckerberg share? (1) 
 

1.6 Write down two facts from paragraph 3 which prove that WhatsApp is 
successful. 
 

(2) 

1.7 Why do you think telephone companies felt threatened (line 20) after WhatsApp 
added free voice calling to their app? 
 

(1) 

1.8 Say whether the following statements are TRUE or FALSE.  
 

 

1.8.1 You need to add a minimum of two people to your conversation to form a group 
chat. 
 

(1) 

1.8.2 WhatsApp allows you to talk to people in other countries. (1) 
   
1.9 Do you think being able to share your live location is a good or a bad idea? 

Formulate two well developed sentences to support your answer. 
 

(2) 

1.10 Was the comprehension text’s purpose to entertain or to inform? (2) 
  20 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Grade 7 – Technology graph (Inclusion exercise) 

Study the graph on the next page and answer the following questions. 

3.1 Which company would be happiest with this chart? Give a reason for your 
answer 
 

(2) 

3.2 What does the abbreviation ‘M’ stand for? 
Choose the correct answer. Write down the correct letter only. 

A) Magnitude 
B) Million 
C) Billion 
D) Monthly 

(1) 

   
3.3 Identify the emotive language used in the heading.  (1) 
   
3.4 Who is Facebook’s closest competitor? (1) 
   
3.5 Name two ways in which the heading grabs the reader’s attention. (1) 
   
3.6 What is Twitter’s logo? (1) 
   
3.7 How may daily users does Snapchat have? 

 
(1) 

3.7.1 What do we call a person with lots of money? (1) 
   
3.7.2 Do you think the original developers of WhatsApp made lots of money? 

Write down the sentence you saw in the exam paper to support your 
answer. 

(1) 
 
 

 
 
 

                                             
                                                                                                        TOTAL:                                                                                            

 
10 
 



 

 

               TOTAL: 10 

                      

  



 



 

 


